Uptown Asks
ROTC Study

By Gerry Reles

An oral report accusing the College's ROTC unit of using “high pressure methods” in recruiting freshman was spoken by Captain Friday afternoon at the City College Student Council meeting. The report was prepared by Terry Koenning, class of 1961.

Prof Kuntzleman to Retire; Taught at City 20 Years

After forty years of grade school, high school and college teaching, Professor Harry L. Kuntzleman, associate professor of accounting, will retire from school teaching next June.

Activities Fair Begins Today

The Activities Fair, the theme of which is “Men... Round-up,” will get underway tomorrow at 10:00 a.m.
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"McCarthyism" has not affected the students of this School to the degree that it has the faculty members. Last week in a vote of 10-2.

And so, as many are their beliefs, it has not affected the students. And the same, if any, is less.

A common opinion among students is that McCarthyism is an unwarranted attack on the School, and that the School should not discuss McCarthyism in its activities. It is a common opinion among students that McCarthyism is a false issue, and that the School should not discuss McCarthyism in its activities. It is a common opinion among students that McCarthyism is a false issue, and that the School should not discuss McCarthyism in its activities. It is a common opinion among students that McCarthyism is a false issue, and that the School should not discuss McCarthyism in its activities.

The student body is making an effort to encourage discussion of McCarthyism in order to guard against the possibility of its effect on the students. The student body is making an effort to encourage discussion of McCarthyism in order to guard against the possibility of its effect on the students. The student body is making an effort to encourage discussion of McCarthyism in order to guard against the possibility of its effect on the students. The student body is making an effort to encourage discussion of McCarthyism in order to guard against the possibility of its effect on the students.

We emphatically urge Council to reverse its position on McCarthyism. We hold that discussion of this issue is a means of keeping a few more days in the School and that it is incompatible with our Democratic Way of Life and with our purpose of being in this School. We think that the effects of McCarthyism on students as students have not been shown.

Regarding Economics majors, I agree with the editorial writer that certain of our School of Business students have been deriving an advantage in their studies as a result of the change from "business" to "administration." Many of the students in the College have been deriving an advantage in their studies as a result of the change from "business" to "administration." Many of the students in the College have been deriving an advantage in their studies as a result of the change from "business" to "administration." Many of the students in the College have been deriving an advantage in their studies as a result of the change from "business" to "administration."
Booters Beat Alumni In Season’s Opener

The City College soccer team started its 1951 campaign with an impressive 4-1 victory over the alumni at Lewisham Stadium, Saturday afternoon. It wasn’t so much the score that impressed the onlookers as the play of an 18 year old goalkeeper, Konstantinou. Playing outside left, he tallied the first two varsity goals.

The next regularly scheduled match will take place Saturday when the Beavers tangle with a powerful Long Island Aggie aggregation, captured second place behind Brooklyn College in the Metropolitan Conference.

Although the varsity was in control of the ball during most of the first half, the score in the second half of the dual fell behind the Aggies. Koutsantanou blocked a free kick and its rebound just before the half.

The next tally came at 18:35 when Koutsantanou took a pass from Lucien Dauphier, also a freshman, and blasted it into the goal with his head. This tally provided the varsity with a 1-0 lead at half time.

A penalty kick was awarded in the second half when Fred Goldhirsh was awarded a penalty kick and converted. This tally came at 16:00 in the final stanza and was the final tally of the game.

The varsity ball at City College before being graduated in 1950. The-coach played varsity against the alumni, The-coach played varsity ball at City College before his tenure in 1950.

The next tally came at 18:35 when Koutsantanou butted in a first quarter, they could not score, because of the intramural Board's refusal to act on a request to give the varsity team a penalty kick and converted.

Coach Werner Rothchild started the Beavers a downtown man, at goalie. Brooks didn't allow any goals to be scored against his team, but game didn't provide the big test for his ability. Al Chuan finished the game at that position.

Former Hoop Stars To Hear Fate Today

The fateful day has finally arrived for City College's five suspended basketball players—the day that will go a long way toward determining the claim on the players' applications for re-admission to the School.

Today at 11 in the General Sessions Court of the Criminal Courts Building, Ed Rosen, Ed Warren, Al Roth, Floyd Layne and Herb Cohen are slated for sentencing on charges of accepting hush money, along with former Cityites Irwin Danzbro and Norm Magen, and other confessed bribe-takers from Metropolitan colleges.

The charge, which constitutes a misdemeanor in New York State, carries a maximum penalty of one year in prison and a $1,000 fine. The alternative open to Judge Saul S. Street is a suspended sentence.

If the latter decision is forthcoming, the move is expected to have a favorable reaction when the question of reinstatement comes up before the College board, which has delayed action until after the sentencing.

The players, along with defense counsel Jacob Gruben, did not hopefully awaiting the court's decision with an eye toward re-instatement in the near future. Although disappointed over the College's refusal to act on their applications as yet, the five have the encouraging examples before them of the re-admission of Irwin Danzbro to Columbia Dental School, and a similar leniency toward Fred Schleitman, one of Bradley's admitted point-fivers.

Last week a statement from the DA's office disclosed that more serious revelations are forthcoming. In light of this statement, there may be an outside possibility that the sentencing due today might be postponed.

Five Runs in Fifth Give Frosh Softball Win Over Sophomores

Facing a three run deficit going into the last half of the final inning, the freshmen rallied to pour five runs across the plate to cap the Intramural Board- sponsored frosh-soph softball game 5-3 at East River Drive Park Thursday at 12.

Holding the frost at bay for four innings of a time-curtailed five inning game, pitcher Al Klein was on his way to tossing a classy two hitter when the roof fell in. Four straight hits, followed by Al Silmen's home run which eluded the left fielder, sent five runs across.

Arnold Stomowitzy hurling the routine eventually wound up notch­ ing the win. Starting shakily by giving up one run in the first, Arnie steadied and pitched good­ enge for the next two. Slopping fielding sandwiched between two first base passes scored one in the fourth. The final run centered on a walk, an error and a clean single.

The victory chalks up one tally for the freshmen in their struggle to reduce their period of having and ridding themselves of the compulsory weariness of bea­ nies.